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How a Bee Sees The World

Learning Intention

Goals

Student will show an understanding of how bees perceive the world.

• A greater appreciation for honey bees as intelligent domesticated animals.

• Learn about compound eyes and why they are helpful for bees.

• See life through the eyes of a honey bee.

• Optional - Inspect a live honey bee so students can see the eyes up close.

Essential Question

Grade Level

How could different types of eyes affect how animals, insects, and fish might view the world?

Concept

Next Gen Science Standards

Standard

Technology Using technology to understand 
honey bee vision

Middle School, High School, Advanced

Not everyone sees the world in the same way humans do. This is important to understand when you 
encounter living creatures in the wild. 

In this activity students will explore how honey bees see the world using technology that replicates 
the optics of a honey bee’s compound eyes. The software can showcase how a honey bee would 
view a flat image..

Introduction
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Procedure

Website for How a Bee Sees the World

STEM in Action Video

Materials

Overview considerations (timeline, overarching time expectancies of each step, etc.)

Considerations

Day/Step Details Est. Time to Execute

1 Classroom 30 mins

30 mins1 Optional Outdoor

What creatures do you know that have special vision abilities?

If you could have a special vision ability what would it be?

Discussion Questions
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Getting Started - Learn about Bee Eyes

The large set of eyes you see when looking at a honey bee are their compound eyes. Each 
individual eye, or “ommatidia,” is acts as a separate lense. Each eye looks in a bit different direction 
than the others. A typical honey bee will have about 5,500 ommatidia and this is how honey bees 
achieve a wide angle of sight.

The information from each eye (ommatidia) is sent to the bees brain where the images are pieced 
together. The end result is 1 image that appears slightly blurry to human eyes.

Compound eyes also give honey bees the ability to see polarized light in the ultraviolet spectrum. 
Having polarized vision allows honey bees to find the “sweet spot” on a flower and go after the 
nectar. It also protects their eyes from daylight, allows them to navigate, and locate food sources. 
(Ultra violet image)

Fun Facts

1. Did you know honey bees view up to 300 pictures per second vs. humans 65 pictures per second.
This is helpful because they are flying so fast (up to 20 miles per hour) and need to process 
information faster so they don’t crash into other moving objects.

2. Compound eyes offer several advantages including:
2a Wide angle of vision
2b. Easily detect fast movement

3. Honey bees have three-color vision and do not see red color

4. Honey bees compose their colors from green, blue, and ultraviolet

5. Bees evolution has focused more on speed of information flow over quality of vision. If we 
compare with humans, two objects that we could distinguish between at 60 feet (18 m) could only be 
discriminated by a honey bee at a distance of one foot (0.3 m)
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STEM in Action Part A

STEM in Action Part B

Visit Website for How a Bee Sees the World

Visit STEM in Action Video

Choose different thumbnail images and move the image on the right to change the view. 

This is how a bee sees the world with compound eyes.

How bees recognize human faces and how this is impacting research.
 

Example: Drones that can use compound vision to process their surroundings faster and 
avoid crashes faster than humans or existing computer systems could make a decision.

Option A: Using the Beepod System: 

Take a drone male bee (no stinger) from the hive and place in a Bug Viewer. You can also place a 
drone on a nearby table and give the students a magnifying glass.

Option B: Using the Beepod Bee Viewer: 

Take a bar of comb from the Beepod and place it into the Bee Viewer. Give the students a 
magnifying glass to investigate closer

Option C: Bug Viewer: 

If you don’t have a Beepod System you can place a bee inside the Bug 
Viewer and take a closer look.

For each situation have the students identify the compound eyes.

Optional Outdoor Adventure - Bee Vision
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1.  Bee Eyes 
2.  Bee Face 
3.  Bee Vision and Ultraviolet Example

Conclusions

Related Activities

How does compound vision help bees?
 Answer: Wide angle of vision & Easily detect fast movements.

What spectrum of light to honey bees see that humans do not?
 Answer: Ultraviolet

What color can’t honey bees see?
 Answer: Red

Haidinger’s Brush Project - How to See Polarization in Action

Light Compass - How Bees Navigate with Polarization


